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11:00:11 7) Soviets On Parade
“A Spectacle Of Modern Russia - Directed By Poselsky
- Produced In U.S.S.R. By Soyuzkino - An Amkino Release
Distributed in U.S.A. by Kinematrade”

(N) U.S.S.R.: Soviets
On Parade (1933)
Master R1 And 2
[section]
[sound-with sound
effects and narration]

three explosions, views of people marching with shovels, views of
men working on outside of power plant, CSs machines in operation
in factory with some workers, views of many tractors plowing field,
bridge over river in Moscow at night, MONTAGE of Moscow
street scenes and buildings with neon lights and posters of Lenin
and Stalin, views of people in street of Red Square with Mausoleum
of Lenin in background, views of parade - people with flag and placard
in truck leaving from in front of monument, people carrying caricature
masks of Uncle Sam and other capitalists, barking dog in window, CS
smiling man holding pole, people in truck passing by crowd, people in
parade carrying signs and banners, views of people carrying small balloons
and giant globe, person putting arm band with Russian letters around
another person’s arm, views of woman giving out and women putting
scarves on their heads, views of people dancing in street, man being
thrown up into air several times, women and boys marching in parade
and carrying dirigible balloon, “Within The Historic Kremlin’s Red Walls.”
- men shaking hands, “Citizen Joseph Stalin, General Secretary Of The
Central Committee Of The All-Soviet Communist Party, Leaves His
Apartment In The Kremlin.” - views of Stalin walking out door and along
sidewalk with subtitles “Stalin Was Born In A Humble Shoemaker’s
House In The Caucasus. Today He Is Honored And Respected By
The Working Class - In Whose Behalf He Fought All His Life.” views of “Molotov, The Soviet Premier.” walking out door and
along sidewalk, views of Stalin and others walking along sidewalk
with subtitle “The Soviet Chiefs In Animated Conversation Walk
From The Kremlin To The Red Square.” - “N.K. Krupskaya Widow
Of Lenin.” wearing hat, “Maxim Gorki, Famous Writer, And Ex-Premier
Rykoff.” standing and speaking to each other, military man on horse,
views of soldiers standing in formation, Soviet chiefs walking by soldiers,
large groups of soldiers standing in formation, “Voroshilov Commissioner
Of War, Commander Of The Army And Navy.” and another man riding
on horses away from camera lens, MCS clock on ornate tower, CS
two soldiers saluting, two soldiers on horses and others walking through
tunnel and saluting to other soldiers, Soviet chiefs on reviewing stand
saluting, two men on horses riding by large group of soldiers in
formation, Stalin and other Soviet chiefs on reviewing stand behind
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microphones with subtitles “The Commissar Of War Prepares To Read
A Solemn Soldier’s Oath To 30,00 Recruits - The Famous Red Army
Pledge.” - LS large group of soldiers in formation and CSs soldiers at
attention “Comrades...Red Young Fighters...I Shall Now Read The
Solemn Pledge To Our Government Which You Must Repeat After Me
Word For Word.”, soldiers blowing bugles, “And The Young Fighters
Gave The Solemn Pledge.” - views of soldiers and Soviet chiefs with
soldiers repeating pledge on soundtrack and subtitles “I Pledge To
Abstain Myself And Restrain My Comrades From All Deeds Lowering
The Dignity Of A Citizen Of The Union Of The Socialist Soviet Republics
To Spare Neither My Strength Nor Life Itself. If Through Evil Intent
I Should Fail This Solemn Vow Then Let My Lot Be Universal Scorn
And I Be Punished By The Stern Hand Of The Revolutionary Law.”,
views of cannons being fired, soldiers in formation, Soviet chiefs and
civilian people watching, “The Regiments Of The Mighty Red Army.”
- views of soldiers marching in formation and man with movie camera
filming soldiers up close with subtitles “The Strong Arm Of The Proletarian
State Receives The Cheers And Salutes Of The Government And The
People. The Red Commanders The Red Military Academy The Red
Sailors Heirs To The Traditions Of The Men Of ‘Aurora’ - The Battleships
Whose Guns Cowed The Winter Palace In The Stormy Days Of 1917.”
“End Of Part 1” <intertitles and subtitles>

1907.4-8-4
11:12:03 1) invasion of San Sebastian - views of explosions seen on land from
(N) Spanish Civil
-11:16:30 ship, views of explosions near railroad tunnel, HA LS ships landing
War: Footage
on beach, CS man firing machine gun, explosion in air next to ship,
For Hemingway
men running on barge?, CS machine gun being fired from bunker,
Show #3524 two sailors jumping off ship into water near beach with other soldiers
Master R-3
in boat in b/g, women troops then men standing in formation in
[section]
town square, apartment building, crowd along parade route
[sound-with
narration]
applauding, views of soldiers with rifles marching in parade, views
of leftist soldiers marching in parade with raised clenched fists, crowd
applauding, nurses marching in parade, rebel officers talking over
situation, views of rebel soldiers resting in trucks and along side road,
ship in harbor being pulled by tug boat, people aboard saluting with
clenched fists, views of French athletes saluting with clenched fists
returning home from visit to Barcelona for Popular Olympiad, views
of clergymen passing by police check point, ship, views of Republican
sailors after having subdued their officers saluting with clenched
fists on submarine, views of refugees in Gibraltar - auto, English
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policeman with children, people putting up tents, woman holding
child and cooking, policeman holding child, women and children
cooking with Rock of Gibraltar in b/g, views of damaged and ruined
buildings and bridge, views of men digging into land, officers talking,
soldiers running across field, soldiers firing artillery, damaged buildings
in town, airplanes flying overhead, bombs exploding on building,
damaged buildings, views of damaged railroad track and bridge, U.S.
cameraman in car being stopped at check point on bridge, views of
men laying land mines on bridge, soldiers staring at camera lens,
wounded soldiers walking with crutches, bandaged soldiers sitting,
soldiers with rifles marching in street with no crowd watching, soldiers
waving, officers talking, rebel soldiers relaxing before battle, views of
soldiers firing rifles while laying down, Loyalist soldiers running
across field, three women pointing rifles, views of soldiers running

11:16:32 2) invasion of San Sebastian - machine gun firing at ship in harbor,
-11:17:42 explosions in water, views of soldiers onto shore being gunned
down from POV of cameraman taking part in the battle, HA many
dead soldiers in boats, views of many people and soldiers in town
square

(N) Spanish Civil
War: Footage
For Hemingway
Show #3524 Master R3
[section]
[sound]

11:17:46 3) LS battlefield during fall of Bilbao, artillery firing, LSs explosions,
(N) Spanish Civil
-11:20:58 airplanes, dead bodies on ground, views of captured Loyalists
War -7wrapped in blankets marching along road and gathered in town,
[sound-narration]
views of many refugees crowding docks in Santander with famished
children scrounging for food, views of some having escaped on ship,
refugees seeking shelter in railroad tunnel, Loyalist train coming out
of tunnel past refugees, ships in Bay of Biscay, refugees on ship, views
of people attempting to put out fire at burning gasoline depot in Bilbao,
men rolling barrels of oil away from fire, trains loaded with refugees
pulling out of town, views of soldiers along paths and over bridge,
three soldiers looking out at mountain range, large cross on hillside,
explosions, soldiers firing artillery (“Pathe News” written on leader)
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11:21:01 4) Hitler standing amongst soldiers and giving Nazi salute four times
one after the other, views of Hitler speaking at various rallies, text
in German, hand with pen filling out form, CS Nazi flag flying on
fast moving vehicle, Nazi troops marching along street, soldiers
holding Nazi flag on vehicle, sign on window

(N) Hitler: Nazi
Related - 1936
Compilation
[no sound]

11:21:52
-11:21:57

Goebbels writing at desk then answering telephone

11:21:57

CS telegram, “...Italiens Dr. Santoni...” - views of Italian man
talking with Nazi soldier and giving Nazi salute, views of Nazis
officers walking past crowd and giving Nazi salutes, “Reichsparteitag
Nurnberg 1927” - soldiers marching and carrying banner, views of Hitler,
Hess and others standing around with Hitler looking at camera lens
and stepping away backwards and other men following him, HA soldiers
walking by crowd and trolley cars past crowd, HA soldiers carrying sign
with trolley cars in b/g, “Deutschland Erwache!” - soldier holding Nazi
sign, quick HEAD ON shot of Hitler and Hess walking with people in b/g,
“Julius Streicher.” - Streicher in street talking with another man with
pedestrians and autos in b/g, Hitler and Hess with other officers, Hitler
standing with many people on outdoor steps of building, Nazis getting
into auto with crowd waving, quick view of Hitler saluting from moving
auto, “Kolonne...” - LS PAN across many people on field, marching band
of drums and flutes, views of rally with Hitler, Hitler speaking to rally,
soldiers saluting with Nazi salute, Hitler in auto giving Nazi salute with
crowd in b/g, parade with crowd giving Nazi salutes
“1929” - soldiers marching in parade giving Nazi salutes, Hitler in auto
amongst crowd giving Nazi salute, CS crowd giving Nazi salutes, parade
with soldiers giving Nazi salutes, Goebbles standing next to soldiers
giving Nazi salute, Hitler with his head above crowd giving Nazi salute,
views of Nazi parade with Hitler throwing flowers to soldiers marching
in parade, “Herbst 1932” - Hitler speaking to rally with CS Hitler shaking
his fist while speaking <some scratches>, newspaper headline
<German intertitles>

11:25:10

-11:26:11
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1)

(N) Pre WWII: “ Fight
For Peace” R-3
[sound-narration]

11:26:14

-China - “1936 - Only One People’s Army, Supported By The
[also see 1X54
Youth And The Peasants Of China, Survived. In 1936 When The
17:00:22-17:03:44]
Threat Of Japanese Aggression Became More Brutal, The Armies
Of China Were United Behind The Generalissimo Chian-Kai-Chek.”
- views of crowded river through Shanghai, views of airplane dropping
bombs, AERIALS of bombs exploding on land below airplane, views
of people running for cover in street, airplanes dropping bombs and
exploding on land below, views of people walking through rubble,
auto on fire, views of many dead bodies amongst the rubble, views
of people picking up dead bodies on stretchers and hauling them off
in trucks, dead bodies in river with light rain falling, body floating
down river behind barbed wire fence <some white scratches>

11:29:41

-Ethiopia - “Mussolini’s Fascism Had Made Italy Safe For The Few.
The Peasant Farmers And The Workers Were Reduced To A Feudal
Misery. Fascism Needed A Diversion To Still The Rumbling Of The
People. Trains Ran On Time, But The People Couldn’t Afford To Go
Anywhere. In 1928 Italy Signed A Treaty Of ‘Friendship’ With
Abyssinia Pledging Itself ‘Not To Take Any Action Detrimental To
Ethiopian Independence’.” - views of map of East Africa showing
spheres of influence of United Kingdom and Italy in countries around
Ethiopia, CU Mussolini ranting, CS man holding umbrella over Haile
Selassie, WIPE to SUPERIMPOSITION of newspaper headlines:
“Rome Mobilizing 100,000 In Threat Against Ethiopia”, “Italy Speeds
War Plans As Ethiopia Tells Duce He Lies” over Italian soldiers on
horses then other soldiers marching, CSs Mussolini speaking and crowd
of Blackshirts listening in plaza (narrator speaking words of Mussolini:
“Remember Aduwa And Avenge It”), views of Italian troops on deck of
ship and some waving from mast, views of crowd on pier waving back
views of Italian troops marching in formation with rifles and wearing
helmets, straggling Ethiopian troops with rifles marching past three flags
being held in foreground, Italian tanks along road, Ethiopian troops with
rifles parading through town, views of camels and troops, Italian troops
pulling artillery gun, building stone wall and setting up machine gun to
shoot through hole in wall, wearing gas masks and advancing through
gas, shooting fire with flame throwers, many airplanes flying overhead,
airplanes on ground with propellers turning, views of Vittorio Mussolini
and others getting out of airplane, cover of book written by Vittorio
Mussolini: Wings Over The Plateau (narrator speaking words from
book: “I Recommend War To Everybody. War For Us Has Been A
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Accomplished Many Flights A Day To Enjoy The Spectacle Of
Ethiopians Running Disorderly.”)
SUPERIMPOSITION of CU Mussolini ranting over PAN across
ESTABLISHING shot of League of Nations headquarters in Geneva
with lake and mountains in b/g, views of speakers inside League of
Nations with Ethiopian minister pleading his country’s case, Mussolini’s
representative Baronne Deluisie accusing Ethiopia of aggression,
French Foreign Minister LaBalle speaking then WIPE to Anthony
Eden from United Kingdom calling for economic sanctions against Italy,
CS keys of typewriter typing bulletin: “Rome. Oct. 6 - (UP) Capture
Of Aduwa, Where Italians Were Slaughtered In Their First Invasion
Of Ethiopia” then WIPE to views of Italian troops marching in Aduwa
including officer on horse, views of monument built to commemorate
defeat of Italy by Ethiopia in 1896 and raising Italian flag, CS troops
holding bayonets, Mussolini being held up in triumph amid officers
raising swords

11:35:37

-The Third Reich in Germany - “Within A Year Hitler Routed The
Twenty-Two Millions Who Had Voted Against Him. They Were
Now Disenfranchised And Their Representatives Either Imprisoned
Or Silenced. Trade Unions Dissolved. Freedom Of Speech - Freedom
Of Press - Freedom Of Worship - All Had Been Abolished. The
German People Find Themselves Living In A State Of War Economy.
Germany Has Become A Huge Training Camp For The Realization
Of Hitler’s Obsession - ‘Aryan’ Supremacy.” - Nazi flag flying,
MCS Hitler speaking behind podium, people in crowd giving Nazi
salutes, newspaper headline: “Germany Quits League Of Nations”,
views of Hitler next to retired WWI Prussian War Lord General
Macensen? reviewing various goose stepping troops and some
-11:37:09 troops riding horses behind artillery guns in parade
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11:37:16 1) “Drei Jahre Adolf Hitler”

(S) WWII: Hitler

-11:42:03
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<propaganda film about ‘Achievements’ under Hitler>
Speaks - Germany
- views of Hitler speaking at various rallies with crowds including
Prepares For War
rally at ship building factory with workers listening, crowd giving
[sound-German]
Nazi salute, building, Nazi flags flying, views of soldiers and sailors
standing in formation, CU sailor, CS boys in uniform standing in formation,
line of men without shirts digging earth with pick axes, line of men shoveling
earth, wreath on pole, MLS oxen pulling plow in field, CS horses pulling
plow in wheat field, wheat field, wave coming in, waterfall with snow
covered mountains in b/g, scenic mountain view, LS ships, CU ship cutting
through water, airplane taking off from ship, LA MCS airplane flying
overhead, dirigible flying overhead, LA run-by of train crossing bridge,
racing auto, dirigible flying overhead, railroad tracks seen from front
of moving train, Nazi flags, CU Hitler with false tooth visible, Nazi flags
<anti-Semitic propaganda film> - CS Nazi narrator, views of men sitting at
table drinking beers and smoking cigars, ship, goods being unloaded from
ship, sign in wheat field, CU sign, men with pigs in street, fat man smoking
cigar arriving in limousine and speaking with another man, hand writing on
blackboard, man sticking his face in bowl of grain?, man with beard speaking
with another man, views of men in room smelling grain in bowls?, fat man
speaking on telephone, fat man in night club buying doll for woman, fat man
giving laughing black drummer a coin and patting him on his face, fat man
in night club knocking down table, fat man knocking down fruit stand then
policeman piling on top of him, drawings of houses on graphs, views of man
hitting gavel on table, cow being auctioned, ANIMATION of gavel smashing
consecutively bigger houses on graph, factory gate closing, workers coming
out of factory?, views of men outside factory?, narrator speaking, views of
soldiers marching and carrying many Nazi flags, CU side view of Hitler
saluting, CU children saluting, large mass of people, Hitler and others walking
by large group of people, Goebbels posing with group and shaking hands
with two men, men entering factory?, CSs men working in factory, soldiers
marching in formation on field, views of soldiers driving vehicles on field,
views of soldiers riding horses on field, soldiers firing artillery, ANIMATION
on graph, PAN down from Nazi flag flying on pole to men carrying shovels,
CS narrator speaking, views of men digging in earth and scooping out water,
man in field behind horse-drawn plow, men placing Nazi flag on house under
construction, wagons filled with hay passing each other with people waving,
views of father helping boys off of hay on wagon, CSs children on farm, children
in uniforms marching along road then breaking ranks and waving, CS Hitler
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